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AN INTRODUCTION TO 

ACCEPTANCE AND COMMITMENT THERAPY (ACT) 

With Benjamin Schoendorff & Sheri Turrell

This one-day workshop is an introduction / refresher in the basics of Accep-
tance and Commitment Therapy (ACT). ACT is a process-based model that 
seeks to promote psychological flexibility, which can be summarized as the 
ability to do what matters, no matter what.

Psychological flexibility refers to our ability to distance from unhelpful thought 
patterns, make space for difficult feelings, connect with the present moment, 
adopt an observer perspective on ones’ experiences and behaviors, and en-
gage in actions to move toward who or what one values most. Through 
decades of research, psychological flexibility has been identified as a central 
component of thriving for individuals, whether clinical or non-clinical popula-
tions. It can be thought of as a “meta-skill” that makes it easier to use of one’s 
existing skills and to learn new ways of approaching difficulties.

ACT trains psychological flexibility by activating six core processes inherent in 
this model of therapy: defusion (from unhelpful thought patterns), acceptance 
(of challenging emotions, feelings, and memories), contact with the present 
moment, building an observer self, identifying values and taking committed 
action.

In this one-day workshop, Sheri Turrell and Benji Schoendorff will lead you 
through an experiential exploration of the ACT processes using the simple 
and intuitive matrix model. In the first half of the day, we will engage you in the 
model as a participant so you can learn from the inside out. We will then step 
back as clinicians and explore the nuts and bolts of the matrix: the how we do 
what we do, and why.

In the second half of the workshop, Sheri and Benji will help you understand 
how the six processes underlying ACT map onto the ACT matrix. You will 
learn to listen with ACT ‘ears’ and find the processes in the context of client 
concerns and learn effective interventions targeting these processes. The day 
will conclude with an exercise that brings together all the processes and that 
you’ll be able to share with your clients.

At the end of the workshop, you will be able to describe, recognize and identi-
fy the flexibility processes and will be prepared to take part in Steve Hayes’ 
intermediate 2-day workshop on May 1st-2nd.
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Agenda

Morning Session  

What is ACT and why do we need it?

• ACT’s place under the “CBT umbrella”  

• A radically pragmatic way of looking at thoughts, emotions and behavior 
that differs from traditional CBT  

• The ACT view of suffering and thriving. How we get stuck in repetitive, and 
unhelpful behavior patterns and the role of values in helping us to become 
unstuck. 

• Using the ACT matrix to train flexibility 

• The ACT Matrix model- an experiential exploration

Coffee break

How to start applying ACT

• Identifying stuck loops and creative hopelessness 

• Exploring the nuts and bolts of the matrix  

Afternoon Session 

Identifying ACT processes: listening with ACT ears and seeing with ACT eyes

• Learning a new relationship with inner experience 

• Identifying the ACT processes (fusion, experiential avoidance, mindless-
ness, self as content and unworkable action) in clinical material 

• Simple ways to help clients defuse and accept unwanted thoughts and 
feelings 

• How to promote contact with the present moment and an observing self (or 
self-as-context)  

• Identification of values and goal setting in the service of committed action

Coffee break  

Applying ACT in your practice

• Experiential practice: conceptualizing a difficulty case with the matrix and 
choosing an intervention 

• Wrapping up and Q & A 
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Learning objectives 
After this workshop, you will be able to:

• Define Psychological Flexibility 

•  Present the ACT matrix to clients 

• Understand how the ACT core processes map onto the matrix 

• Recognize the six core processes of the ACT model  

• Use verbal, metaphorical and experiential interventions with clients  

• Change your relationship to thoughts and emotions as a way of changing 
behavior  

• Apply ACT to your own life to create more meaning  

Length of training

7 hours of workshop over 1 day. 

Teaching methods

• Power-point presentation

• Small group experiential and clinical work

• Real play

Audience

Clinicians: psychologists, psychotherapists, sex therapists, social workers, 
marriage therapists and counsellors, nurses, mental and behavioral health 
professionals, coaches, students and managers in these domains.

Trainers

Benjamin Schoendorff, MA, MSc, licensed psychologist is cofounder of 
Montreal’s Contextual Psychology Institute, Canada’s premier ACT training 
centre. An ACT pioneer in the French-speaking world, Benji is one of the most 
sought-after ACT trainers internationally. He has facilitated over 250 work-
shops the world over. He is renowned for his uncanny ability to make clear 
complex concepts, his passion for passing on directly applicable intervention 
skills and his deeply human humor. He has authored and co-authored nu-
merous books and articles about ACT and third wave therapies, the most re-
cent of which is The Essential Guide to the ACT Matrix. He loves to travel with 
his family and lives near Montreal with his wife and young son.
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Dr. Sheri Turrell is a Toronto based Clinical Psychologist who is most pas-
sionate about her work with Acceptance and Commitment Therapy with pa-
tients of all ages. In 2018, Sheri became Canada’s first female Peer Reviewed 
ACT Trainer through the Association for Contextual Behavioral Science. She 
has conducted research studies to examine the effectiveness of ACT as a 
group-based therapy. Sheri is coauthor of “ACT for Adolescents: A Transdiag-
nostic Guide for Clinicians,” coauthored with Mary Bell, released in May 2016, 
and the newly released ACT-based self-help book for anxious teens, co-au-
thored with Mary Bell and Chris McCurry, and released in Fall 2018. In addi-
tion to her private practice, Sheri conducts group trainings locally and interna-
tionally and offers supervision/consultation to graduate students and mental 
health professionals. Workshop participants benefit from Sheri’s ability to 
bring the ACT processes alive and make the underlying theory clinically 
meaningful. Sheri has over 20 years of experience in mental health and brings 
her expertise, enthusiasm, and genuine thoughtfulness to her trainings, which 
are always engaging and practical.
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